
FREDERIC CILINS 

1. BACKGROUND 

Steven Fox (SF), Managing Partner of Veracity Worldwide, met with Frederic Cilins (FC) in Paris on 5 

October 2011. Michel Billard de la Motte (MB) and Denis Theouin (DT) of Strategies et Developpement, 

a Paris-based consultancy, coordinated the meeting. MB and DT travelled by plane to Cannes and met 

with FC on 29 September 2011 at his offices in Sophia Antipolis, an office complex for technology 

companies located in the commune Valbonne Sophia Antipolis near Nice, to explain Veracity's interest in 

understanding FC's role in support of the Beny Steinmetz Group Resources' (BSGR) efforts to secure 

assets in Guinea. FC spoke with SF for 2 hours and 15 minutes followed by a lunch of approximately 1 

hour and 30 minutes at a nearby restaurant. The entire discussion was conducted in French, and MB and 

DT were present during the discussion and at lunch. MB and DT have over 20 years of experience in 

Guinea as mining sector development consultants. 

2. FC BIO 

Frederic Cilins is a French citizen who appears to be in his early 50s. He lives on the C6te d'Azur and 

stressed the importance of quality of life and leisure as important priorities. He is laid-back in his 

appearance but also has an intensity in his approach. Cilins has spent much time in Africa and stated 

that he has a background in "trading." Along with a group of Johannesburg-based business partners, FC 

specializes in the acquisition of "grey market" or "parallel" market goods. Typically, these items are 

authentic products which are generally not available for sale via Walmart or Tesco, for example. FC 

noted that he had worked in the over-the-counter pharmaceutical market, especially in East, Central, 

and West Africa, but that he had very little prior background working in Guinea before undertaking his 

effort on behalf of BSGR. 

3. BSGR RELATIONSHIP 

BSGR turned to FC because he had some experience in region; base-level connections with the Malian 

President Amadou Toumani Toure (AU), via his daughter, and access to President Conte through gifts to 

the Henriette Conte Foundation' in 2004. FC also had the personality type to seize the opportunity. 

FC explained that he was a friend of Roy Oron2  (RO), the former CEO of BSGR, which had no prior 

experience in Guinea whatsoever. In a conversation in early 2005 in Johannesburg with RO, FC asked 

him what BSGR was after in Guinea and RO responded that BSGR wanted to "obtain the moon" in 

Guinea, which meant that RO wanted to obtain the Simandou concession. RO traveled to Sierra Leone 

on several occasions but had no prior access in Guinea or to then-President Lansana Conte. RO 

considered a range of options in order to secure access to President Conte and identified Guido Santullo 

1 Henriette Conte was the first of four wives of Lansana Conte. She is of Sossou background and is well-liked by the 
Guinean population. 
2 

Oron signed BSGR corporate documents in Jersey in his capacity as director of the company in 15 January 2007. In 
July 2010, sources reported that Oron had left BSGR "because he was uncomfortable with some of the things BS 
was up to and began questioning his values." Oron "sold his shares at a peak" and struck out on his own. Oron 
served on the board of TSC Capital in Melrose Arch, South Africa in addition to board positions at Anglovaal Mining 
Ltd., Norinter Financial Advisors (Proprietary) Ltd., and Arctic Resources Ltd. 
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as a possible conduit to the President. FC thought that Malian President AU might be able to assist with 

access to Lansana Conte and stated that he knew ATT's daughter. At the time, Ibrahima Kassory Fofana 

promised BSGR a meeting with the President but this had not progressed. 

During the lunch, FC explained that he continues to work with Beny Steinmetz (BS) and is trying to 

advocate for BSGR's interests in Liberia. FC noted that he alerted BS of his meeting with SF of Veracity. 

On the evening of 4 October 2011, SF received an email and text message from Dag Cramer (DC), the 

CEO of Onyx SA, which provides management and administrative services to BSG Investments, a BS-

controlled entity. SF worked with DC at Anglo-American circa 1992 and has remained in periodic contact 

but had not spoken with DC for more than two years. DC said that he had a potential job for Veracity 

and requested a meeting in London. SF replied via email that he was unable to assist. No further 

communication was received from DC. 

4. FC's INITIAL APPROACH IN GUINEA 

FC's South African business partners previously imported pharmaceuticals into Guinea, and associated 

with the Henriette Conte Foundation, to which they provided a substantial donation3. The Foundation 

was run on a day-to-day basis by a Madame Diallo, who was known to FC, whose South African business 

partners provided the donation in 2004, one full year prior to FC's efforts for BSGR in Guinea. 

FC managed to arrange an initial meeting for RO with the President, who called Prime Minister Cellou 

Dalein Diallo to join the meeting. FC thought the initial meeting went poorly, as BSGR was not at all 

known and the President was not in good form. At the time, FC was of the view that nothing would 

come of the efforts on behalf of BSGR in Guinea. 

FC stated that at this point in time there was no contract between himself and BSGR. He explained that 

a contract would be provided later once he was able to deliver results in Guinea, and that he would be 

paid on a "success-only" basis. 

Subsequently FC organized a meeting with Malian President AU and RO in Johannesburg. ATT wanted 

to combine Guinean and Malian mining projects located near the country's shared borders— in 2006 

BSGR secured minor bauxite concessions in northern Guinea near the Malian border. Based on FC's 

recently acquired network of Guinean contacts and understanding of the pent-up frustrations with Rio 

Tinto, at this stage, he believed it was possible to make a Guinea effort happen which would result in 

mining concessions for BSGR in Guinea. 

BS was practically invisible throughout this process. Steinmetz did participate in some conference calls 

with RO and FC but never met with FC during this period and did not come to Guinea. RO was the face of 

BSGR and "piloted" BSGR's efforts. FC asserted that he had little credibility with either BSGR or with his 

3 FC explained that the Foundation received generic pharmaceuticals of Indian origin which cost between US$3000 
to US$4000 per unit. However, the donated medicine had a perceived value far greater because at that time 
Bristol Meyers Squibb (BMS) effectively controlled the West African market for pharmaceutical goods and prices 
were artificially inflated. The perceived value was in the tens of thousands of dollars. 
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own business partners. He claimed that neither believed that he would be able to secure the Simandou 

concession for BSGR. 

5. BUILDING A NETWORK 

FC stated that he had the opportunity to meet a journalist, Ibrahima Sory Toure (1ST), who was the 

brother of Mamadie Tour& the fourth wife of President Conte. IST's father was a military officer who 

provided assistance to Lansana Conte and therefore had built up goodwill in the eyes of the President. 

With IST's assistance, FC secured initial meetings with the Minister of Mines and built a broader network 

in Guinea. 

FC spent the better part of six months in Guinea during 2005. He typically would stay for two to three 

weeks on each visit. During his visits, FC stayed in the Novotel in Conakry, where he used the business 

center regularly and befriended its staff. FC recounted that he received copies of all of the materials 

prepared by visitors in the business center of the Novotel. Examples of the intelligence which FC 

garnered included letters from Rio Tinto addressed to the Minister of Mines Ahmed Tidiane Souare and 

to the Prime Minister expressing Rio Tinto's views on various issues. FC, in turn, leveraged the 

intelligence he gathered during his discussions with Guinean officials. 

In one instance, FC met with the Mining Ministry Secretary-General and shared detailed insights into Rio 

Tinto's thinking, based on information acquired from the Novotel business center correspondence. FC 

argued that Rio Tinto had done nothing with Simandou, an assertion that created shock as no one had 

spoken so explicitly up to that point about Rio Tinto. FC elaborated that he had a group [e.g. BSGR] who 

wanted to work in Guinea and that he wished to present BSGR to relevant officials. 

All of the maps in Guinea were produced by a well-known French firm with the initials "BRGM"". 

According to FC, many Guineans confused this well-known and long-established player with BSGR given 

the similarity of the initials. 

FC continued to cultivate and build his network of contacts amongst government officials in Guinea. He 

took his contacts for drinks and for lunches and distributed small amounts of money to these contacts 

for "their services." FC said that he brought gifts each time he came to Guinea, and was viewed as 

"Father Christmas" when he arrived at Conakry International Airport. He brought MP3 players, 

telephones, and perfumes as gifts for his contacts. 

After months of contact building, he understood that only one person truly counted in the country—

President Lansana Conte. He claimed that during this period, others paid fees of up to US$20,000 to 

Secretary-General of the Presidency Fadora simply to have access to the President, and that at least 20 

other people claimed they could provide him with access to the President. FC was determined to see the 

President and to present his vision. 

Founded in 1959, the Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres (BRGM) is a French public institution that 
reports to the Ministry for Higher Education and Research and the Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable Development, 
Transport, and Housing. BRGM conducts geological surveys and scientific research. 
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6. MEETING WITH PRESIDENT LANSANA CONTE 

1ST helped to set up the key meeting in 2005 with President Lansana Conte, who was in better health at 

that time. A private meeting, without advisors present, occurred between the President, 1ST, and FC. 

During this meeting, FC introduced the idea of BSGR to the President and spoke of Simandou but did not 

mention Rio by name. FC noted that nothing had been done to develop the Simandou concession. 

According to FC, the details related to Simandou were of no interest to the President. FC stated that 

"Reny and Roy never saw Lansana Conte in the hospital in Geneva." 

FC suggested that the President transfer a portion of Simandou to BSGR. The President was interested 

by the idea and called Minister of Mines Souare who arrived within three minutes. The President asked 

the Minister "how can we agree to incorporate the group [BSGR]." According to FC, the "old man" 

[President Conte] demanded that something be done. The Minister responded that it would be difficult 

to touch Simandou itself. The Minister talked about Simandou North and Simandou South but did not 

refer to blocks 1-4 which were then held by Rio. The President instructed the Minister to return with a 

solution. FC asked the President to use the Presidential helicopter in order to transport geologists to the 

site. The President agreed on the condition that BSGR cover fuel and pilot costs, and asked Commandant 

Mamadi Mara to arrange for the use of the Presidential helicopter. 

FC contacted BSGR and said that the North and South blocks "were possible" and that BSGR would need 

to send a geologist. BSGR sent one geologist, named "Jann", who reported that the area was "virgin 

territory" but might have some potential. The visit with the Presidential helicopter caused an incident 

because they landed in an area that was controlled by Rio Tinto. 

The President said that he wanted to see BSGR actually doing work in Guinea and that the North and 

South blocks were a means by which BSGR could demonstrate its willingness to work in the country. 

Mining Minister Souare facilitated the process on one side but simultaneously imposed road blocks. The 

Minister was holding parallel conversations with Vale. 

FC, who viewed the North and South blocks as an entry point into Guinea, argued that Rio Tinto 

provided very little for the economy of Guinea after a decade of involvement in the country. FC claimed 

that his arguments agitated Rio Tinto's people and its backers. BSGR continued to doubt that FC could 

secure Simandou itself, but took steps to implement a mining protocol (protocole &accord) with the 

Mining Minister for the North and South blocks following receipt of the geologist's final report on the 

concession, which sparked significant interest among BSGR executives. Marc Struik, a BSGR director, and 

an attorney travelled to Conakry to attend meetings to discuss the mining protocol. 

7. GIFTS AND PAYMENTS 

RO travelled to Conakry to attend a meeting with President Conte, and brought along a diamond-

encrusted watch as a gift for the President. Only FC, RO, and 1ST were present in the meeting along with 
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three or four other BSGR representatives. The group met with the President, who stated: "I want to see 

how you work on the North and the South blocks." 

FC asserted that the President had not demanded anything for himself and that no agreement was 

signed. Nonetheless, RO presented the President with the watch. At one point, during a conversation 

between FC and MB, the two speculated that the watch had an approximate value of US$60,000. FC 

stated that without diamonds, the watch had a value of US$2,000 to US$3,000, but that it was encrusted 

with diamonds which was the "métier" of BSGR. 

At this stage FC had not received any payments except for reimbursement for helicopter fuel from BSGR 

presumably via transfer from HSBC. FC stated that RO was ultimately not interested in just the North 

and South blocks. Following RO's departure, Minister of Mines Souare, a 'jurist" named Dadou Camara, 

and Guillaume Curtis prepared the papers relating to the "liberation" of Simandou. The President had no 

involvement. FC explained that BSGR secured the right of first refusal for the Simandou blocks, which 

would be returned by Rio Tinto to the Government of Guinea. 

In mid-2005 RO returned to Guinea for a second event, at which he presented a scale model of a 

Formula 1 race car covered in diamonds under a Plexiglas cover to the Minister as a gift following the 

signing of the agreement. The "toy" car was presented during a televised ceremony. FC has no idea what 

became of the diamond-covered model car, which likely was a 1/24 scale. At the time, BSGR were 

sponsors of a Formula 1 teams. 

At this point, FC received a success fee from BSGR. All of his expenses were covered under this "global" 

fee. FC noted that almost no one in the BSGR ranks spoke French and that RO, who was afraid to visit 

Conakry, refused to get off of his aircraft until FC approached the plane. All of BSGR's contacts and 

interactions with the government of Guinea were orchestrated by FC, who also handled all French 

translations. Signed contracts between FC and BSGR exist. IST aided FC enormously and served as a key 

figure in these efforts. 

Once the contract was signed, FC coordinated arrangements for an office villa for BSGR, who wanted FC 

to serve as the local director-general in Guinea. FC undertook all foreign exchange efforts to provide 

BSGR with local currency through the Guinean black market in order to circumvent unfavorable official 

exchange rates. Following FC's refusal to assume the position of director-general, BSGR dispatched 

Asher Avidan6  to Guinea to take on this role. 

5 
Steinmetz Diamonds has been a sponsor of Formula 1 racing events, such as the Monte-Carlo Rally, since 2003. 

The company's public relations efforts have included diamond-encrusted steering wheels and racing helmets, in 
addition to embedding high-value diamonds on the front of race cars. In May 2004, a 108-carat Steinmetz diamond 
valued between us$250,000 to US$490,000 disappeared in a race-car crash after 20 year-old Austrian driver 
Christian Klien crashed his Jaguar vehicle. 

Avidan joined BSGR in June 2006 and currently serves as the BSGR Guinea Country Manager. According to his 
online biography, he has over 23 years experience in Africa and Europe as a head of department in the Israeli 
Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Defense. 
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FC claimed Mamadie Toure's family entourage was upset when he ended his work in Guinea because 

they expected to be "taken care of" and to receive support from him. IST secured a position as VP at 

BSGR in Guinea. 

The right of first refusal was not exercised until 19 March 2010 when Simandou Blocks 1 and 2 were 

returned to the government. BSGR first obtained permits for areas outside of Simandou, such as Zogota. 

Exploration and work in the Simandou South zone lead to the discoveries of iron ore at Zogota, 

approximately 100 km away. The August 2006 "retrocession" enabled the eventual award of the 

Simandou blocks to BSGR. Asher Avidan was in charge of BSGR during this period. 

In closing, FC said that he attended marriages, baptisms and spent entire afternoons "shooting the 

breeze" and cultivated the trust of a large group of people in Guinea. He viewed his work as heroic and 

described Guinea as "before and after BSGR". In the "before" period, only Rio Tinto was present in the 

country. "After" BSGR's arrival, other corporate interests were motivated to come to Guinea. 

When asked about corruption, FC said that the "real corruption" occurred during the Konate period, 

especially circa March 2010, when the accords were signed and he noted that Omar Diallo was the 

technical counselor responsible at the Presidency at this time. 
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